
EN Leads the Fire
Hardening Process
The risk of fire around power lines
increases with dry conditions, thick
vegetation, downed power lines,
equipment failure, and others causes.
Those problems can occur anywhere in
the country, and EN Engineering works
with utility companies to plan, design, and
mitigate some of those factors. Cedric
Moore is the EN Engineering Vice
President-Western Region responsible for
working with utility companies to design
fire hardening measures to avoid damage
to the electrical distribution system,
personal property, and the environment...

Read More

Refinery Turnaround
Calls for Collaboration
EN Engineering’s Industrial Solutions
group works in a variety of industrial
facilities across the country, including a
Midwest refinery with an upcoming
turnaround in fall 2020. EN has been
involved in the turnaround planning and
design process for several dozen design
packages, which can include piping,
mechanical, process, civil/structural, and
electrical engineering inputs. The scope
of work for these packages can include
updating older infrastructure, de-
bottlenecking operating units, and
removing out of service fixed equipment.
This leads to a safer and more profitable
facility...

Read More

Meet Our People: Shaun Moran

Shaun Moran is Director of
Electric Consulting, leading
EN's presence and
capabilities in electric system
analysis and engineering
consulting.

Before joining EN
Engineering, Shaun worked
for three different Fortune 500
diversified utility companies
mainly focused on T&D
systems testing, design, and
analysis. These included ComEd Chicago (parent
company Exelon) as a field engineer, NIPSCO (parent
company NiSource) in Northwest Indiana, and
Eversource Energy in the Boston, MA area covering
transmission & distribution planning. He previously
directed a team in transmission planning across three
states.

With this diversified background in electrical planning,
Shaun notes that EN's services are increasingly vital in a
period of conversion with an aging electrical grid. "Much
of the electric system was planned, designed, and
constructed in the '60s and '70s and is reaching a point of
inevitable restructuring and programmatic modernization.
The energy and utility industry struggles to maintain
sustainability in the face of changes such as rate
restructuring, aging assets, energy transformation
(climate change), and technological modernization. EN
Engineering is providing utility clients and developers a
critical set of services as a premier multi-disciplinary
engineering and consulting firm.

Shaun earned his bachelor’s degree in electrical
engineering from the University of Illinois at Chicago and
an MBA from Purdue University Northwest. He and wife
Brittany have three children ages 7, 5, and 3, whose lives
involve plenty of homework and other activities. "We
enjoy the various Great Lakes and Michigan. It's the next
best thing to the New England shores in Maine and
Massachusetts, but we don't miss those wretched
Nor'easters."

EN Engineering is a highly
diversified consulting
company offering
expertise across the entire
spectrum of energy
development and transfer.
Our electrical services
division provides the
following services:

- Electric Transmission,
Distribution, and Generation
Systems Analyses

- Transmission Planning &
Interconnection Studies

- Distribution Planning &
DER Integration Studies

- T&D Project Development
Support

- NERC 693 Standard
Compliance / Audits

- FERC 1000 Solicitation
Analyses & Strategic
Support

- RTO/ISO & State
Regulatory Process & Policy

- System Protection &
Control Coordination,
Analyses, Testing, and
Commissioning

Our Latest White Paper

Separating Pipeline
Integrity Management’s
Wheat from Its Chaff

By Ellie Souder Lynch, Director - Data
Solutions

Download Now

EN Engineering Expands
Presence in Electric Power
Markets Through a
Partnership With Kestrel
Power Engineering

We are pleased to announce that EN
Engineering and Kestrel Power
Engineering have entered into a
partnership to offer specialized consulting
services to the North American electric
power generation market.

Read Press Release
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